Experience required

Senior Program Manager ($100k - $130k)

Description:
Lead multiple strategically-important aerospace and military engineering and manufacturing IPD teams through design, development, qualification and LRIP. Act as primary point of contact for customers. Perform project planning, progress measurement, team coordination, scope control, and status reporting to executive management and customers. Contribute to continuous improvement of PMO, IPD and BD processes. Drive project NRE expenditures to BAC. On-time delivery of major milestones. IPD Process compliance.

Hold a 4-year Bachelor's degree in Engineering, Science, or Business. 5 to 10 years background in aerospace and/or military mechanical and/or electrical component and/or systems engineering design, development, and manufacturing. Electronic Systems Engineering knowledge is a plus.

While working at Marotta Controls, Inc. you will be challenged with interesting and diversified duties and your skills rewarded with a very competitive starting salary and benefit program.

Marotta is a contributor to today's most significant military, marine, commercial aerospace and space programs, providing customers with a broad array of high-performance products including high-pressure pneumatic systems, electronic controllers and specialty fluid controls. For more information please visit the company's website at www.marotta.com